
Friends of Trinity, 

From our brothers and sisters at the Lutheran World Federation - Let us pray: Strengthen and encourage 

those in public health services and in the medical profession: care-givers, nurses, attendants, doctors, all 

who commit themselves to caring for the sick and their families. Inspire, give insight and hope to all 

researchers focused on developing a vaccine. [And] sustain all workers and business owners who suffer 

loss of livelihood due to shut-downs, quarantines, closed borders, and other restrictions…protect and 

guard all those who must travel.  We pray in Jesus' name. Amen. 

Today's Scripture: "Present your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your 

spiritual worship." Romans 12:1 

I have to admit that I was strangely delighted this morning to read Dave Hage's editorial in today's 

Minneapolis StarTribune.  Like me, he had decided to reread Albert Camus' fascinating novel, "The 

Plague."  It tells the fictional story of a French town in Algeria dealing with an outbreak for bubonic 

plague in the 1940s.  I read it when I was in college, and thought it might shed some light on our current 

struggle with the coronavirus. 

There are many parallels.  Officials are hesitant to take action in the beginning, lest they panic the 

people.  Doctors and others with scientific insights are at first ignored.  People are disoriented by orders 

to quarantine.The church is of little help, stubbornly stuck in a circle of denial.  And the main hero, as I 

remember it, wonders if it might be possible for a person to become a saint, even without believing in 

God. 

Camus' point, as I have been saying in these devotions this week, is that how people respond to the 

situation is crucial.  The hero, as I recall, decides to sacrifice his own safety in order to serve the needs of 

his neighbors.  It seems that is what Paul was talking about in his letter to the Christians in Rome.  

Sacrifice for the sake of our neighbors is at the center of our faith.  It is the very definition of love. 

So, let me say it one more time, and then I'll drop the subject: "Stay home, stay safe and pray for those 

who are essential to keeping our world going and fighting to rid us of our current menace!"  That's the 

"Christian" thing to do - sacrifice - so that our neighbors may stay well." 

Peace be with you, Pastor Art 


